THE GUARDIAN VOICE
Feeling anxious during this difficult time? Here are some tips for taking care
of yourself during the COVID-19 pandemic:


Set a limit on media consumption, including social media.



Focus on health: Stay active. Make sure to get enough sleep and rest.
Eat healthy foods when possible.



Connect with loved ones! Enjoy conversation unrelated to the outbreak.



Get accurate health information from reputable sources. For health information about COVID-19, please contact the Centers for Disease Control at cdc.gov or your local healthcare provider.

Have you checked out our local website? You can find report templates,
upcoming trainings and more!
www.wearemiamiguardians.org
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Volunteer Spotlight
Lara Benezra
Child advocate volunteer Lara Benezra is a health coach for AvMed serving MDC’s employee population. She’s been in corporate wellness for most of her professional career except for 13 years when
she worked as a celebrity trainer in Nashville. Her dream career is rather different than her current
career: she’d love to be on Saturday Night Live performing comedic skits. She enjoys impromptu
dance parties with her step-daughter, spending time with her husband and their 3 rescue dogs, reading, travelling and cooking.
GAL: What makes you passionate about the cause?
Lara: The innocence of children and the fact that our formative years shape us and affect us throughout our lifetime has always been a strong force in my world. From early childhood I’ve always known
that I would grow up and champion for children in some way. As GALs we are part sleuths, strong voices, friends, supporters and champions all in one.
GAL: What’s your favorite book? Why?
Lara: The Glass Castle is one of them. The woman who wrote the true story was brought up in deplorable physical conditions by parents who were not capable mentally of giving her a traditional or even
safe life, but she survived because she was loved. She made a great life for herself as an adult which is a testament to the resiliency of humans.
GAL: What fictional character do you relate to the most?
Lara: Winnie the Pooh in The Tao of Pooh-when Winnie goes with the flow he always ends up where he’s supposed to be.

Josephine “Terri” Kenna
Josephine Kenna has been a Guardian ad Litem for five “wonderful, enjoyable” years. She was
inspired after meeting a Guardian ad Litem that was working with one of her students, and
when she finally had the time to commit to the program she called in and became a child advocate. She is a marriage and family therapist intern and has been married for thirty years and is
stepmom to two boys and four grandchildren.
GAL: If you could travel back to your first day as a certified GAL what advice would you give
yourself?
Josephine: You got this! Trust yourself, your instinct, and the training that you received.
What’s your favorite book?
Josephine: I love to ready everything from cookbooks to Grisham. Books provide me personal
time to be alone with written words. Cookbooks open a myriad of opportunities to use my imagination in how I could create that magical meal. Fiction allows me to enter a world that is not my
own with complicated characters, plots and subplots, and new cities, new countries and new
ideas of cultures.
GAL: What are some of your hobbies?
Josephine: A huge fan of yachting! It does not matter if I am traveling down the Intercostal to Marine Stadium to anchor out and go
swimming or across the ocean to the reflecting, sun-soaked waters of the Bahamas.

For those who don't know it, Theresa Sinclair is the Miami
Dade County representative at the Guardian program. This
means she is tasked with handling all of our program's technology and computer connection issues that relate to the
county. She has been working hard for months to help our
program have remote access with the county's security changes and digipass requirement. Now, with the coronavirus pandemic she has continued to work tirelessly to assist us to work
remotely. Thank you Theresa!!
-Natalie Freitas, Esq., CBIA

Alene Goodis will ask about other children in the homes she
visits to be their GAL. The relationship with caregivers have
them asking for her to be there for other kids, too. Alene is
well known in the schools for her educational advocacy as a
surrogate. This helps the OOC greatly.
-Mary Walton, CAM
I believe that our entire leadership team has been handling the
response to COVID-19 extremely well. While the rest of the
world is panicking, I have felt supported by my leadership
team. Through their actions, I find it evident that they truly
care about their employees and the community.

Teresa Michele Encalada: You keep on going no matter
what. Caregivers are not always willing to cooperate – but
you don’t stop your Advocacy for the children.
Even when cases close out – the relationship you have developed continues with both the children and caregivers. Don’t
stop – even the weekend visits.
-Mary Walton, CAM

WELCOME to Division 202 & 203, Richard Moran, Bianca Boulanger, & Alma Jackson! You three are off to a great start! We
are all looking forward to the amazing things you will do for the
team, program, and our children!
–Sara Burris and Melissa Ruas, CAMIIs

I recently had the pleasure of meeting Dianelys Juarez, a new
volunteer who hit the ground running. Notably, she was assigned a new case on a Thursday, by Saturday she was meeting
with me for a visit and reviewing the process for her first Disposition Report. She spent countless hours researching, learning
the case and contacting parties; thus, by Wednesday she was
prepared to appear before the Court. Her positive attitude and
willingness to advocate will certainly benefit the children of our
Circuit.
-Alicia McAbee, CAM

-Victoria Harris, Recruiter

Daniel Best is an excellent GAL! He’s the kind of GAL where
everyone in the courtroom relies on him for the most up to
date information. He’s respected by everyone in the courtroom because they know the lengths he goes to, to advocate
thoroughly and consistently. Daniel simply gets things done!
He represents the GAL program proudly and makes sure to
speak of his experiences whenever he has the chance. I’m
thankful for all of Daniel’s advocacy and consistency towards
the children on his case. He truly defends their best interest
whole heartedly.
-Ivanna Barrera, CAM

Carl Alonso has been a volunteer with the GAL Program for
that last 4 years. Carl has worked diligently and effectively
through nine cases! I have had the pleasure of supervising Carl
for eight of his cases. As a volunteer supervisor, I have experienced Carl grow into a confident and resourceful Guardian ad
Litem who always advocates for the children he serves. Carl
goes above and beyond to make sure the children on his cases
are receiving all services that pertain to them. Carl makes sure
to be involved with each child’s educational journey as well as
their home life. I am proud and thankful to be able to work
alongside someone so dedicated and genuine.

Thank you for all of your years of service, Carl. Here’s to many
more!
-Nicole Villegas, CAM

Lara Benezra, a volunteer for Division 3, has been such an asset to us and to the children in her case. Not only does she go
above and beyond making sure her children have everything they possible need, she has developed a mentor like bond with the
children that could last a life time. Her case will be closing at the end of the month, but one of the children said to her, “You’ll still
visit, right? Because I might still need someone to talk to.” She is reliable and always up to date on her case. Great GAL!!
-Molly Galvin, CAM

I’d like to thank Natalie Freitas, Stephanie Glickman, Desiree Masson, Rita Ugarte, Brian Roffman, and Karissa Peralta for assisting
with the new volunteer training either through the legal training or court observation. You’re all awesome and appreciated!
-Cindy Bobadilla, Trainer

I want to give a bouquet to Rita Ugarte. I was out on a family emergency and also illness, and Rita covered for me for two weeks.
Rita is an amazing lawyer and wonderful friend to me. She was always in contact with me and kept our division going even with
her own huge caseload. Thank you, Rita, for covering for me and for constantly keeping in touch with me to find out how I was
doing. I really appreciate your help and caring.
-Lynn Misset, Esq., CBIA
Eric Schwinderman just had his first case closed in adoption from Out of Circuit (OOC). Eric wanted to know our advocacy rules
as far as case closing as to adoptions before completion. He wanted to remain on the case to advocate until is child was adopted. We did and it supported the child and caregiver for the ‘Forever Family’ until the adoption was final. Now he is ready for another case. Great job and well appreciated.
-Mary Walton, CAMII
Nestled in the Overtown Village office complex, a mere two blocks north of the Children’s Courthouse, and thus rarely visited by
anyone except staff, is a trio of staff advocates who do Guardian ad Litem proud. Sitting adjacent to each other in their humble
cubicles are Phillipe Bailey, Alicia McAbee and Sharaz Allahar. Between the three of them they visit nearly 100 case children per
month and stand up for their best interest in court. Truth be known, there are many staff members who don’t even know them,
because they are continually in the field or in court. Once in a while they come to their cubicles to make reports but then disappear again to carry on with their duties. And they are personally involved and invested in every case, because for them it’s not
just a job; it’s a mission. And through it all they remain committed, positive and happy. They are ideal combination of professionalism and empathy, exemplifying the essence of what Guardian ad Litem is all about. It’s an honor to work with them. But if you
come to OTV to meet them you’ll probably be disappointed, because they’re almost always out there, serving society by infusing
the next generation with stability and love. Our hats are off to Phillipe Bailey, Alicia McAbee and Sharaz Allahar.
-Jeff Beal, Recruiter
Tranika Guerrero……………..I can’t say enough that you took the challenge of His House and didn’t faint. You keep moving along as
we add children daily at HH from other circuits. Tranika, with the volume of children at HH – you make visits wherever you can
find the child – school, etc. Thanks for your all out efforts.
-Mary Walton, CAMII

I wanted to take a moment to thank one of my incredible GALVs,
Brianna Moscowitz! We just closed her first case this past week
in adoption and from the moment she stepped onto this case
that had been open for years she made a huge impact! Even
while being a college student with a busy work schedule, she
made no excuses – appeared in court whenever she could, kept
high communication with me as her CAM, took ownership of her
case and most importantly made a strong connection with the
girls she advocated fiercely for. She was bold in her advocacy and
unafraid to speak up in court to have her recommendations be
heard – it changed these girls’ lives in a critical moment when
their placements were compromised. I’m so impressed by her
stellar job as a GAL on her first case and look forward to the excellence she will continue to bring to each case she’s assigned to!

Guardian ad Litem Aurelio Rojas has tirelessly advocated
for the best interests of three boys in a complex and difficult case for over two years and counting. He has persevered despite many changes in case managers, CAMs,
Judges, and CBI Attorneys on this case. The length of time
that Aurelio has been on the case is only part of the reason
why he deserves praise and recognition. He also deserves
recognition due to the amount of work he has put into this
difficult case. He serves as the boys’ educational surrogate, brings together the many services providers for each
child, and talks down foster parents from putting in their
thirty day notices or baker acting the children among other
things. Thank you Aurelio for not giving up and zealously
working for these boys!

-Ivanna Barrera, CAM

-Natalie Freitas, Esq., CBIA

Sofia Israel Ancona: Weekend visits are your specialty. You face the task. Even when your teenage children call you – you give
them the truth and try to find other ways to resolve their situations. Can’t say I will miss you in May – because I am not letting
you go – lol.
-Mary Walton, CAMII

Carol Ballent: THANK YOU for all of your hard work on the H case! You have been a saint for driving up to West Palm every
month to visit the child!
–Sara Burris, CAMII

Maria Jacques’s background has allowed her to work collaborative with all parties. She take the best interest of the child at heart
and makes sure all parties involved do the same. Her contact with others to gather information is commendable. Maria also
works outside the program to get more support to help all our children.
-Mary Walton, CAMII

Carol Klopfer is like the energizer bunny, she doesn’t stop. Her 2 Out of Circuit (OOC) kids require a lot of work. She is the great
collaborator. Her coordination with all parties is commendable. She thinks outside the box, gets all involved to achieve the best
results for the kids.
-Mary Walton, CAMII

Emira Eljuri definitely has the best interest of the children
at heart. She works effortless to make sure the voice of the
child is heard. She can communicate with others to obtain
needed reports/results. She is not pushy, but can get to
the bottom of things efficiently.

Rosi Alvarez: THANK YOU for accepting your recent case, and
your quick preparation for MBI! You have been such a great help
and resource for this family—I know how much they appreciate
you!
–Sara Burris, CAMII

-Mary Walton, CAMII
Leidy Lantigua has only been a part of the recruitment
and training team for a short time, but throughout, I have
heard the way she talks to volunteers. She empathizes with
them, actively listens, and is excited daily about her work.
She is a lovely addition to the team.

Penny Tannenbaum has taken on special needs children to advocate for. What a job she does. She works in the best interest
of the child – for all needs. This involves collaboration with the
child, caregiver, parent, schools, and co-Gals. Penny attends
court hearings in Out of Circuit cases. What a GAL!

-Victoria Harris, Recruiter

-Mary Walton, CAM II

Kathy Romulus: You joined the team ready to go. Your skills in handling the volunteers are commendable. You will take on cases
that need a higher level of advocacy and you will not back down. As a co-GAL, you are tops. If it takes thinking outside the box you go there. You get results – helping children by helping parent(s) if needed. Keep walking on water until you part the sea.
-Mary Walton, CAMII

Hugo Guzman has been with the program for a short time, but I believe he has contributed so much, particularly with recruitment. If there’s a need for us to do presentations, or if we need speakers, or referrals, Hugo has happily volunteered and helped
however possible. Glad you’re with us Hugo!

-Victoria Harris, Recruiter
Our Circuit 11 non-profit Voices for Children is the greatest! Voices here in Miami works extra hard to support children in
care. They raise funds to make sure we can continue to advocate and support our children. But the greatest challenge is when
they will step in to support Out of Circuit children placed here in Miami-Dade County. They think out of the box when we are at a
standstill for needs for children. Miami’s Voices for Children is for every child. I applaud them for caring for the best interest of
‘ALL’ children.
-Mary Walton, CAMII
Dolores Padilla is one of the most thoughtful GALs I work with. She is assigned to a case with 5 children, with 4 placements!
Yet, she works diligently to make sure that each child feels seen, loved and represented by her. Whether it’s selecting books tailored for a child’s background and age or selecting a child’s favorite cupcakes for his birthday. She helps coordinate sibling visits
and case management knows they can always depend on her for anything they need. She’s been the only consistent face in these
children’s lives and they absolutely love AND respect her for it! I’m thankful for all that she does!
-Ivanna Barrera, CAM

Advocacy Corner
G.R.A.C.E. Court: A Trauma Informed Approach
By Natalie Freitas, Esq., CBIA
You may have heard it referred to as "D204" or "HT court". But the official name is G.R.A.C.E. - Grace, Renewal, Awareness,
Change, and Empowerment. This name was chosen for the trauma informed court as a way of breaking from the negative stigma
associated with the title of "human trafficking". Human trafficking is the practice of soliciting, recruiting, transporting, harboring
or maintaining persons by the use of force, threats of force, fraud or coercion including the abuse of power for sexual exploitation,
forced labor or other means of commercial profit. You may be asking yourself why we need a court for human trafficking in the
Children's Court of Miami-Dade County. Isn't human trafficking only something that happens to in other countries? Sadly, no. Florida ranks 3rd in the country for human trafficking
Florida ranks 3rd in the
and according to the Florida Department of Health half of the human trafficking victims
are under the age of 18 years old. Minor victims of sex trafficking have been found in strip country for human traffickclubs, brothels, pornography studios and hotels; minor victims of labor trafficking have
ing and according to the
been found in camps and farms.

Florida Department of
Health half of the human
trafficking victims are
under the age of 18.

In order to help minor victims of human trafficking, the 11th Judicial Circuit of Florida established a Human Trafficking Court through Administrative Order No.15-06 (March 2015).
In July of 2016, G.R.A.C.E. Court was launched in Miami-Dade County to hear all juvenile
cases-dependency or delinquency- involving human trafficking child victims. Open dependency or delinquency cases with concerns of human trafficking are referred to G.R.A.C.E.
Court for review. Cases may also come into dependency for solely allegations of human trafficking. After a review of the case by
G.R.A.C.E. Court staff, including representatives from Our Kids' Miami Cares project, the case is accepted into G.R.A.C.E. Court and
specialized services are offered to the children and families. However, what makes GRACE court special isn't just that all juvenile
cases involving HT victims, or children at high risk of HT, are heard by the same judge and specialized services are offered. What
makes it special is that the court is trauma informed as well. This means that all persons related to G.R.A.C.E. Court - the Judge,
the attorneys, the guardians, the case managers, the clerks and even the bailiff - are trained to understand human trafficking and
trauma. Trauma informed court staff understand that the HT victim child's behavior, in and out of court, is not a character flaw,
mental illness, or an example of defiant behavior, but rather behavior the child learned in to cope with the physical and emotional
impact of being exploited. All parties work to prevent further traumatization of the child in court by carefully choosing their words
to encourage and not shame the child, inviting therapists (and therapy dogs) into court to support the child. The therapists share
the child's victories, whether graduation from a substance abuse program, improved grades or even that the child has not run
away, which may be celebrated by a visit to the Judge's reward closet for donated clothes, makeup, jewelry and bath items. Outside of court, the therapists, case managers, Department of Children and Families' attorney, parents' attorneys, guardian ad litems, guardian attorney and attorney ad litem collaborate to support the child.

This trauma informed approach to dependency and delinquency cases with HT victims has caught the world's attention. G.R.A.C.E.
court created an HT Court benchbook, hosted visitors from several courts in North America and recently hosted a delegation coordinated by the Department of State for anti-trafficking representatives from 21 countries. Despite the acclaim, the biggest heroes
of G.R.A.C.E. court are the children who came in as victims, but after doing the hard work of processing their trauma, going to
school, overcoming their drug additions, restoring their family relationships and even regaining custody of their own children leave
as empowered overcomers.

We Have Heard You!
GAL Support Group: A forum for volunteer Child Advocates
By: Andrea Steinacker

Our Volunteer Advisory Committee (VAC) is comprised of experienced volunteers who act as liaisons between volunteers and our
local program’s leadership team. This newsletter, VAC member and GAL Support Group founder Andrea Steinacker talks to us about
the ongoing support group meetings.

The GAL support group began 20 years ago when a group of five Guardians ad Litem who went through training together decided
to meet monthly to share resources, discuss their cases, strategize and to form relationships with others participating in the same
type volunteer work. This has expanded to the group we have now of between 20-50 GALS depending on the topic of the meeting.
We all know too well the difficulties we encounter in each of our cases and the weight our recommendations carry. Sometimes
these are only understood by those involved in the system which is why this group was created. This forum lets GALs meet other
GALs and learn from experts in an informal setting.
We meet monthly with the exception of the summer months and December (and unfortunately, due to COVID 19 our March and
April meetings have been cancelled). If there are changes in the system (like Citrus being lead agency- last October’s meeting) or
changes in the permanency statutes (to be rescheduled due to COVID 19) we have a panel to present the topic. When we have
new Judges join the dependency division we try to have them answer many questions so we get to know them better. When there
are issues important to the State GAL office (January-crossover cases and February- transitioning youth and QPI) we form a panel to
address these issues as well.
Occasionally we will have no speakers. It will be an opportunity for JUST GALS to discuss any concerns, issues, frustrations or questions they would like other GAL opinions about. This will enable the administration to hear if there are problems they are unaware
of, additional training you feel you need, etc.
This is YOUR meeting. I would love to hear if there are topics you would like to learn more about. Arranging the panel is the easy
part, coming up with the monthly meeting topic is more difficult since we have been doing this for so long! You can email me
(andrea.steinacker@ms.com) or call- 954-295-3757 with any suggestions or recommendations.
Our meetings take place on a Tuesday evening at 6 P.M. and they are held at La Loggia- 68 W. Flagler St. across from the civil courthouse. RSVP is a must for all meetings since I have to give the restaurant a head count. You do get credit for attending and there is
ample parking.
Our next meeting is scheduled for May 19th and will feature Judge del Rio and Division 001 team members.
Looking forward to seeing you.
Andi Steinacker

Our local Community Based Care (CBC) Alliance is compiling updates from many of our
partner organizations, including our lead foster care agency Citrus, here:
http://mdcbcarealliance.org/covid-19-updates/

Staff Spotlight
Jessica Allen: Circuit Director
Circuit Director Jessica Allen came onboard to the Guardian ad Litem in 2007, when she was hired as a Child’s Best Interest Attorney, became supervising attorney in 2012 and took the helm in 2013. Find out more about our fearless leader below.
Tell us a little bit about yourself.
Jessica: I was born in West Virginia and bounced back and forth between there, Delaware and Maryland growing up. I studied
History and Geography in college, became a certified Historic Preservationist, did a semester internship at the Smithsonian Institute’s National Museum of American History and attended law
school at the University of Miami. My husband is very involved with
a trap-neuter-release program so we currently have 5 rescue cats
(and massive vet bills.)
What three traits define you?
Jessica: Empathy, wanderlust, patience.
What is the most important thing you learned in the last five
years?
Jessica: You can’t (and won’t) please everyone!
What was the last song you listened to?
Jessica: Roll the Bones by Rush

Sara Burris: Child Advocate Manager II
Before becoming a CAMII, Sara Burris interned for the program, worked as a staff advocate
and a volunteer supervisor. She learned about the program from a presentation Jacksonville
Guardian ad Litem office gave during one of her college classes. She’s been “hooked ever
since!”
Tell us a little bit about yourself.
Sara: I was born and raised here in Miami, Florida to two loving and supportive parents, and I
have one younger sister who is a music teacher in Tampa, Florida. I attended the University
of North Florida in Jacksonville, where I earned a Bachelor’s of Arts degree in Criminal Justice
with a minor in Psychology, and a Master’s of Science degree in Criminology.
If you could switch jobs with anyone at the Guardian ad Litem Program for just one day,
whose job would you want?
Sara:I would want to switch back to a Staff Advocate. I often miss the one-on-one interactions with the children and families on my cases, and being out in the community.
How do you define success?
Sara: A few months ago I found a pile of school work from high school, and within the pile was a paper with a list of about 10 goals
for my life. One goal stuck out to me, and that was to earn a Master’s degree. And, when I saw that, I immediately felt proud of
myself, and believed that I achieved success in my life (despite the student loans I continue to pay for, haha).

Voices Corner
While Miami-Dade County is under a state of emergency as it deals with the public health threat of the Coronavirus
(COVID-19), Party For A Cause and future scheduled Voices’ events have been postponed. Voices staff will continue its
operations from a remote platform. If you have any questions or concerns please email us at admin@beavoice.org or
leave a message at 305-324-5678.

From the Director’s Chair
Dear Advocates,
I would like to start by thanking all you, staff and volunteers, for the amazing work you are doing in these unprecedented times. It is difficult for all of us facing so many unknowns but especially hard for our children and families. We hosted a virtual chat between our volunteers and some staff on March 31st and what stood out to me was the frustration
and concern expressed by everyone in not be able to see the children they advocate for in person. Please remember to
stay in touch with your supervisors and attorneys and let them know if you have issues, concerns or even just to tell
them that everything is ok.
As of my writing of this piece, our courts are hoping to resume normal calendars (with the exception of termination of
parental rights trials) by the week of April 6th. This will continue to be virtual and your GAL staff team will let you know
if it is necessary for you to appear via teleconference. Please do not come to the courthouse until we are given the
clearance to do so. In the meantime, if you are on a case pending adoption with no legal barriers, now is the time to
start paper-pushing. Our Adoption Review Committee is up and running (virtually) and our hope is we can start placing
some of these cases on calendar for finalization before the court. We have a full-time Permanency Specialist on board
funded by our non-profit, Voices for Children, and she is actively reviewing cases that are open longer than 18 months.
Let your CAM know if you’d like to schedule a permanency staffing and we can set that up virtually. I want to reiterate
that none of us know for sure when we will resume normal court and visitation activities as the situation changes daily.
There are lots of resources out there for our children and families and we are compiling and sharing them as they come
to us. Please reach out to us if you need assistance and we will do our best to work with our community partners to try
and find help and answer questions to the best of current abilities.
It is my sincere hope that you and your loved ones are all well and will continue to be well. Our training team is going to continue to set up weekly virtual meetings on various issues and topics during our Stay at Home order
and I hope that you are able to take advantage. It was nice to see so many
faces on our first call!
All the best,
Jessica
Jessica Allen (next to Recruitment Coordinator Patricia Abaroa and Assistant Circuit Director Becky Gil) is all smiles with officer Alex and Roy (the
handsome dog) during an Animals Partners meeting. Animal Partners is a
collaborative effort between agencies looking to use dogs in the system as
support for children, volunteers and staff.

